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NAcA INVESTIGATION OF A JET-PROPULSION SYSTEM APPLICABLE TO FIJGHT

By MACON C. hs, Jr., and *ON E. BrtowN

SUMMARY

3’olbming a brief history of the NACA investigation of jet
propulsion, a d&vwwion h given of the general intwtigati
and analJ)8e3lading to the cOn&mLctionof ti je@ro@&i5n
ground-t@ mochp. The re-swh of burning experiment and
of tat meawrementi d&gned to allow guantitatiae jlight-
perform.mw predictions of the systmt are prewrt.ed and corre-
lated & calewbtimw. Thae eabxd.utionsare then used to
detmnine the performance of the &y8temon the grownd and in
the air at oariuu-sspeeds and aliitudes under oati burning
caulitti. The application of the sy8h3mto an experimental
airphme is described and 8ome performance predie&m.8for
this airplane are made.

lt m found that the main jire & be rt%rictd to an
inteme, small, and 8hort annulur blue jlame burning tidily
and under control in the intended c-omlruationqace. With
three readily obtainable combustion conditions, the combw%n
chumber,the nozzle ud?a, and tlu smvwading 8&u.cturecnuld
be maintainedat normal tmpemturtx. The aydem investigated
waafound to be capabk of burning on&zlf the intake air up
to fd rak%Of~ pOUd.8per second. CabH&?(Ltti8were 8h
to agree well with mperiment. It w mlwdd that the basic
featurea of thejet-propukion 8y8teminvedqztd in the grcnmd-
twt meek-up wwe w@i&mt@ d.eodbpedto be mwid.ered appli-
cable to jtight im!allution. Ca.?culation-sindicuted that an
aiqlane utilizing thix je&propu&iOn s.y8temuwuili have un-
umud cap~itb in the high-speed range abooe the 8peed# of
conventional aircraft and Wmdd, in’ addition, have moderately
long crwisingmngea @ only the enqine were med.

INTRODUCTION

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

A general study to investigate the possibilities of jet+
propulsion sysbxns was begun by the air-flow-research staff
at Langley Memorial Aeronautiwd Laboratory in February
1939. The purpose of the study was to reevaluate Buck-
ingham’s work (reference 1) for speeds higher than those
he considered reasonable but now being approached by
propeller-driven airplanes Results of this and subsequent
studies indicated that a unit utilizing an eflicient gasoline
engine to drive a blower and duct system of reasonable ef6-
ciency was the most desirable experimental approach to the
devel~pment of a jet-propulsion airplane. The airplane
utiliziig this system would be capable of realizing truly high

powers from a high-temperature jet for short periods of time
and would, in addition, be capable of moderately long
cruising flight if only the engine -wereused.

Certain problems appeared to be involved in the applica-
tion of the proposed jet-propulsion system, in particnkr
those problems associated with the control of combustion in
the relatively high-speed air stream in the combustion
chamber. A simple program of burning experinmnts was
therefore undertaken. A blower driven by an airplane
engine was to be employed in order that burning experiments
could be made with approximately fubmle equipment and
in order that the engine exhaust might be available, if it
should be desirable to make use of the exhaust in connection
with the burners. WhiIe the neeessary Iarge-wxde equip-
ment was being built, some burning experiments, which gave
useful information about the best methods to be tried later
with the Iarge-seaIe apparatus, were conducted with small-
scale equipment.

At about this time, in March 1941, the Special Committee
on Jet Propulsion, with Dr. W. F. Durand as ehainnan, was
established by the National Advisory Committee for Aom-
nautics to guide this and otlier projects. Dr. Durand, in
particular, then took an active interest in the project and
since has considerably influenced the ecurse of the work.
Through Dr. Durand’s influenee at this time, @e scope and
the purpose of the work became markedIy altered. The
test setup became more nearly a mock-up of a proposed
airplane for ground t~ting rather than simply a burner test
rig. A more powerful engine than the one originally used
was obtained from the Bureau of Aeronauti~; but most of
the parta already built were retained. The scope of the
investigation was extended to imiude a study of the bIower
and duct ch&ractariatiesas well as the action of burning; it
was agreed that cheap and simple sheeiAron construction
would be employed when possible to save time. Even with
this cxmstruction, it was hoped that something would also
be learned about how much of the air could be burned with-
out producing exeemive temperatures in thp walls and struc-
tural parts of an airplane.

At this time, owing to the changed and extended scope of
the work, the whole project should probably have been re-
examined and parts, including the blowei, redesigned and
rebuilt. The necessity of such changes did not become
clearly evident, however, until preliminary- tests had been
made with the original engine-blower and duct arrtigsment.
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After much lost time, the necess~ changes were made and
the preliminary tests completed during July 1942. Some of
the results of the experimental investigations, together with
the applications of the results to some possible military air-
planes, were reported to the hTACA Special Cormnh%e on
Jet Propulsion on October 6, 1942. The results of continued
experimental investigations and analyses from October 6,
1942, to the time experimental work was halted, April 15,
1943, are given in the present report.

PURPOS~OF~TIGATION

h considering the test methods adopted, the tivo principal
purposes of the investigation should be remembered:

(1) The original purpos~to obtain data, mainly qualita-
tive, on burningmethods andassmiatedeifects andlimitations.

(2) The purpose proposed by the NACA Special Committee
on Jet Propulsion-to obtain by straightforward test methods
data, mainly on blower and duct charactaietics, in order to
provide a basis for quantitative ilighbpmforruance estimates;

GENERAL INVESTIGATION OFJETPROP-ON

Buckingham (reference 1) concluded that moderately high
compression ratios would be required to realize a reasonable
thermodynamic-cycle ficiency in converting the heat input
into kinetic energy in the proptilon jet and that compressor
machineqy would be required comparable in size and w-eight
with the gasoline engine which the jehpmpulsion system
might otlmrwisereplace. WW the low propulsive efficiencies
associated with the high-speed propulsion jeti, particularly
at the relatively low speeds contemplated, and with little or
no attendant weight advantage to offset this disadvantage,
Buckingham concluded that jebpropulsion systems for
a“wcraftshowed little promise.

In order to reexamine these conclusions, approximate cal-
culations for jet-propulsion systems were made in the speed
range near 500 miles per hour. Compression ratios were
considered that varied from the ratio obtained with only the
dynami~pre.ss~e compression up to ratios of 8 or 10.
These calculations showed, for comparable conditions, sur-
prisingly little or no clearly 8vident variation in over-all
thermopropulsive efficiency with compression ratio. With
increasing compression ratios, the gain in the thermody-
namic-cycle efficiency (ii converting heat into kinetic energy
in the propulsion jet) thus tended to be. qhnost exactly
compensated by a corresponding loss in the propulsive
e5ciency associated with proptilon by means of a progres-
sively smaller and higher+peed jet. With little variation in
over-all efficiency with compression ratio, there remained
nothing to recommmd the higher range of compression ratio
cousidored by Buckiugham with the attendant compressor
and prime mover of increasing power, size, and weight. A
somewhat more detailed compression-ratio study was made
for a system utilizing a compressor prime mover of constant
thermal efficiency. Results of this study as presented in
appendix A tend to CO* tie early conclusion that high
compression ratios might not necessarily be desirable for a
system of this type.

The possibility of eliminating the compressor was sug-
gested; the system would thus revert to the Meredith cycle,

now well known through its application to the utilization of
some of @e heat dissipated in airplane cooling systems.
Such a system, in which only the dynamic pressure is used
for compression, is unsatisfactory in the take-off and low-
speed tight range but may be of some interest as an auxiliary
“system on other aircraft, such as the conventional airplane,
having other means of propulsion in the take-off and low-
speed range.

The choice of a suitable prime mover for the compressor
was next considered: A gas-turbine unit at ilrst appemed
to offer possibilities because some of the otherwise wnsted
heat in the exhaust might be used in the propukion cycle.
The same is true, however, when the gas turbine is used in
the conventional airplane or when the conventional engine is
wed in the”jekpropulsion airplane. The conventional engine
not only gives higher thermal efficiencies and therefore better
duration and range when cruising on engine only but is
already well developed and dependable and in no sense
experimental. It therefore seemed unwise to hamper a
project intended primarily to develop the possibilities of jet
propulsion by unnecessarily including components, such ns
a gas-turbine prime mover, which themselves must be-treated
as experimental.

ANEXPERIMENTAL AIRPLANETOSTUDYJETPROP~lON

At this stage of the investigation it appeared desirable to
consider the application of the je~proptilon system to an
experimental airplane that could be flown in order to obtain
conclusive results. The power of the engine should, of
course, depend primarily on the size of thetairplane to which
the jekpropulsion system is to be applied. For experimental
purposes it is advisable, from considerations of time rmcl
tiort to be expended, to keep the airy~ane small. On tho
other hand, the airplane must be fliglil+tested to obtain con-
clusive results and must therefore carry n pilot and instru-
mental equipment. The airpkme should be of sufficient
dimensions and power that these items will not exert a
marked adverse effect” on the size and performance of the
complete airplane. The Pratt & Whitney R-1535 Twin
Wasp, Jr., engine was chosen primarily because of its un-
usually small dimneter, which permitted ~ple duct space
around the eugine in a reasonably small fuselage.

FUEL-RATECONSIOERA~ONS

Calculations show that jehpropulsion systems generrdly
have low thermopmptilve efficiencies while burning fuel in
the combustion chamber to provide a truly high-power
propuhion jet, even in the higher speed range below the
speed of sound. Thermal efficiency is of little importance,
however, for high-speed flight in modern pmmitAype
airplanes as shown by the fact that modern air-cooled
engines, for the military-power condition, are commonly
supplied with twice the quantity of gasoline necessary for
combustion. For combat purposes, therefore, advantages
gained tim the use of a large power output for a short
period from an engine of a given size and weight evidently
far outweigh any considerations of thermal efficiency. Jet-
propulsion systems have the advantage in similar situations
of permitting higher outputs than conventional power plants
of a given size and weight.
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A redly fair comparison between the fuel rates for a con-
ventional engine-propeller-driven airplane and for a jet-
propuwlon airplane of the type proposed is not feasible.
If the engine of a comparable conventioiml airplane were
boosted without increasing its size until the airplane wotid
fly, say, 570 miles per hour, a comparison could be made
at this speed; but the conventiomd airplan’e would be
hypothetical. The propeller efficiency would probably be
very low but could not be stated quantitatively. The low
propeller eiliciency would lead to a high fuel rata even if the
specific fuel consumption of the engine did not increase with
such an extreme boost. The weight of the engine and pro-
peller would also be diilicult to estimate with the result that
the required increaae in size and weight of the airplane and
its power requirements would remain problematical. The
fuel rate of the conventional airplane might be expected to be
at least as high as the fuel rate of the jet-propulsion airplane
and would probably be much higher. The fuel rate of the
jd-proptilon airplane, moreover, can be predicted and the
airplane can be built through the application of straight-
forward engineering; the conventional ,iiirplane cannot.
The high fuel rate of either airplane at this speed is evidently
the price that must be paid and haa always been required
for transport at increased speeds, although the price may be
reduced by a change of method, such as the evolution from
ocean to air transport. Possibilities of supersonic speeds at
very high altitudes are being considered.

SCOPE OFINVESTIGATION

The results of experiments. with the final ground-test
apparatus me preseni%d and compared with calculations
designed to predict the performance of the jet-propulsion
system in flight. An experimental jet-propulsion airplane
is described and calculated items of performance me
@#@hted. “~,.
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SYMBOLS

absolute pressure, pounds per square foot
total-prcasure rise through blower including blower and

entrance losse5, pounds per square foot
static-pressure rise in combustion chamber including

cntmnce, blower, and duct losses, pounds per square
foot

mass dmsity, slugs per cubic foot
engine and blower speed, rpm
engine power, horsepower
quantity rate of flow, cubic feet per second
mass rate of flow, slugs per second
velocity, feet per second
flight velocity, feet per second
relative jet veloci@, feet per second (T71—~70)
lift-drag ratio
momentum, pounds; also, with sub;cript O, Mach

number

T
A
9

;
R’
H
-r

FE
?lb

7P

We

c.

?
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absolute temperature, ‘F absolute
area, square feet
acceleration due to gravity, feet per second per second
heat-capacity coefficient, Btu per pound per “F
gas constant, foot-pounds pa-slug per ‘F
gw constant, Btu per pound per “F

zheat equivalent ,of fuel, Btu per second
i~tio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific

heat at constant volume
fuel burning rate, pounds per second
blower+luct efficiency
brmoprcpukive efhciency ,
engine thermal efficiency
effective blower-duct compression ratio at station 2
dynamic compression ratio
ratio of energy input to burner to energy input to

engine

Subscripts:

o atmospheric conditions
i impact conditions ‘
1 station immediately after blower
2 station 2 in combustion chamber
3 station 3 in combustion chamber
4 station”4 at end of nozzle exit
2,3 from station 2 to station 3, and so forth

DESCRIPTIONOF GROUND-TESTEQUIPMENT

All the essential parts of the ground-test setup of the jet-
propnlsion system are shown in the section drawing in figure 1.
Except for the nose ah-intake section, which is made of
wood, the outer shell and air ducts are constructed of black
iron. The nose shape represents the shape actually contem-
plated for the airplane except that, for the ground tests, the
entrance cone shown in figure 1 was added to prevent sep-
aration at the nose for the static-test conditions. A discus-
sion of the use of this entrance cone appears later in the
present report. The two faired sections in the entrance air
duct ahead of “the blower simnlab a cockpit for the pilot
and a housing for the nose wheel.

The blower is of the axial-flow type and consists of two
main stagea and one engine-cooling stage; aluminum alloy
is used throughout. The blower rotor is driven directly
from the engine crankshaft and the blower housing and
stator stages are fastened to the engine crankcase; the blower
and engine are thus an integral unit. The engine used is a
Pratt & Whitney R–1535 Twin Wasp, Jr., rated at 825
horsepower at 2630 rpm if 100-octane fuel is used.

The primary biumer, which supplies vaporizing heat and
superheat to the main boiler, is located behind the engine
section across the mouth of th’e main boiler and receives its
gasoline vapor from seven Inconel exhansktube boilers, each
of which utilizes the exhaust heat from two engine cylindem.
Ignition for the primary burner is provided by two spark
plugs located at the top and bottom of the burner.

The main boiler is made up of 24 separate Inconel tubes
fed by a common mmifold containing 24 calibrated metering
orifices in the fuel outlets. In the first part of the boiler, the
tubes are coiled spirally inside an Inconel sheet, which is a
continuation of the engine-cooling-air duct. In the second
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FfouBE1.—@xm&test mock-up.

or superheating part of the boiler, each of the 24 tubes is
wrapped into two flat coils, which are connected in series
and mounted radially in the’ duct. The tqbe ends are led
out through the Inconel shell to jets located in the mixing-
duct entrance. The air-fuel mixture at the end of the mixing
duct is ignited by a flame hwm a ring burner. This annular
igniter is fed vapor from one of the 24 main boiler tubes and is
initially ignited by two sparks 180° apart.

The black-iron combustion chamber was designed to
provide a blanket of air on both the inside and the outside
of the chamber wall and the exit nozzle. The several exit
nozzles used for the ground twta were interchangeable and
of various arms.

For the purpose of measuribg the static thrust, the entire
ground-test mock-up is mounted on three ball-bearing wheels,
which roll on sections of steel track. The thrust is indicated
by a sensitive dial gage that measures the deflection of a
calibrated U-spring dynamometer.

TEST RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
CON~US~ONRlH31JLm

In accordance with the original purpose of the investi-
gation, the test procedure cotited of a seriesof observations
of burning under various conditions. Many such qualitative
observations were accomplished with model burning mperi-
ments and led to the conclusion that a blue flame would be
advantageous. These experiments also indicated the most
promisiig methods, which were later used in the burning
experiments with the full-scale apparatus.

It may be said that the results of the full-scale burning
experiments genwally exceeded expectations. The main
fire was restricted to an intense, small, and short annular
blue flame burning steadily and under control in the intended
combustion space. In fact, in the last series of experiments,
burning runs lasting 7 to 9 tiutes were consistently made
with hands-off operation. The results exceeded e@ectations
in that satisfactory flames were obtained up to fuel rates
corresponding to burning approximately om+half the air
passing through the entire system. Under these conditions,
the temperatures in parts of the jet must be very high and

even if complete mixing -with all the cooling air-an impos-
sible condition-were assumed, the’ mean temperature
would be ahnost 2200° F. Even this fictitiously low
temperature corresponds to bright yellow black-body
radiation. In the presence of the burner flamea and jet air
at 2200° F and much higher temperatures, the black-iron
liner forming the actual combustion chamber and nozzle
wall, which was expected to require the use of stainless
steel or other hea~reaktant material, became o,nly hot
enough to blue the iron in a few spots. These spots were
probably the rwdt of only transient or locally defectiv o
conditions. Under these conditions, the outside shell
became only slightly warm.

From the burning experiments, it waa concluded that,
with proper conditions, a blanket of cool air can be main-
tained between the hot gaaeaand the walls. In the presence
of suitable combustion, furthermore, adequate cooling air
may readily be provided tQcarry away any radiant heat and
to maintain the walls and structure at normal temperatures.
It is believed that the foregoing conclusions, together with
the information that has been gained about combustion,
constitute the new and really significant rewdts of the
prewmt investigation.

The operation of the burning system was satisfactory in
all respects with the possible exception of one detail. During
one of the burning experiments, it waa noticed that the flow
had stopped through one of the boiler tubes. An inspection
of this and several other tubes indicahd that the inner
surfaws of the tubes were generally clean. A plug of carbon,
which was removed by probing and blowing out the tube,
had apparently collected, however, in the radid superheat
unit at the end of the defective tube. Air ma subsequently
passed through all the boiler tubes while they were kept at
red heat by means of the primary fie, with the object of
burning out any carbon deposits in the rest of the tubes.
During this process, hot spots were seen to develop on some
of the tubes, which indicated that other carbon deposits were
burned out by the process. It may be that some such
simple carbon-removing process would be required m part
of the service on these boiler-type burning systems.
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BLOWER-DUCTCHARACTERISTICS

The experimental red% to provide a basis for performance
predictions, in accordance with the second purpose of the
investigation, consist maird~ of measurements of engine-
blower and duct characteristics in the cold condition. These
experimental data then form the basis for straightforward
engineering calculations for operation of the syst~ in the
static and fight conditions at various speeds and with
various amounts of gasoline burned to provide various jet
temperatures.

The required experimentally determined blower-ducb
system data are presented in figure 2. The data were taken
directly from measurements and are presented in the slightly
altered form indicated in figure 2 to make them approximately
independent of power, engine speed, and densi~ p. The
blower pressure coefficient ApJpi’W is treated throughout ss
the independent variable. During experiments or during
flight, the value of Ap,/pW wotid be determined by a suik
able adjustment of the tail ope~g to give the d~ired blower
conditions.
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F!aunE 2—Performanc@ebnmetcrlstluM det8rmlnedfrom static tests of blowcuduct
system.

The curve representing the power absorbed by the blower
was obtained from several tests at engine speeds of 1600,
1800, and 2000 rpm. The power was obtained horn the
calibration chart furnished by the manufacturer for the
engine in terms of engine speed, manifold pressure, and
carburetor-air temperature. The error in power may thus be
larger than in most other measurements but a power 10WW
than that indicated during the tests, which is most likely,

represents a conservrttive error because the indicated power

tends to make the blower,duct system app~ less efficient.

The quantity curve Q/iV ww determined from pressures
indicated by a calibrated static or~ce located inside the
fuselage-nose air entrance at the minimum-arw section-
The oritice WRScalibrated by making a series of pressuro
surveys across the nose at the oriiice station and over tho
exit nozzle.

The useful part of the output of the blowerduct system is
measured by Q and Ap2,the static pressure in the combustion
ohamber. This important output term is given in figure 2
as Ap2/pjfPand includes all of the entrance, blower, and duct
10WS at least back to the combustion chamber with ono
exception that must now be briefly considered.

Preliminary flow observations showed that the flow at the
fuselage-nose air entrance would lead to rather large losses
through a tendency under static-test conditions to develop
separation inside the duct entrance lip. It was expected
that this low would be greatly reduced in any practicol case
in which forward speed would be available to aid the entrance
flow. This expectation was verified by means of a tiall-
scale-model tat of the apparatus in the IVACA two-dimen.
sional low-turbulence pressure tunnel. The loss was shown
to become negligible at take-off speeds and higher and to be
greatly reduced even in the static condition if the airplane
were faoiug into an ordinary gentle breeze. For the later
parts of the take-off run, when the thrust and distance
covered become of greatest importance, and particularly for
the higher praure coefficients and lower values of quantity
flow that would be employed, thklos-s becomes unimportant.
On the other hand, static measurements with this entrance
loss included would have been spurious and subject to marked
variations with slight changes in wind conditions. The
wind-tunnel tests showed that the difhculty could be over-
come by the additiqm of a cone to the fuselage-nose air
entrance. A similar cone, as shown in iigure 1, was therefore
added to the ground-test mock-up but of course would be
omitted RSentirely unnecesssxy on any practicrd application
b an airplane.

STATICTHRUST

Cold.—The curves of sea-level blower load and engine
power are shown in figure 3. The intersections indicate the
speed and power input to. the blower that correspond to
static-tbn.wt conditions at sea level. The particular engine
used in the ground-tit mock-up is rated at 825 horsepower
at 2630 rpm; this power is delivered at approximately 38
inchm of mercury manifold pressure at sea level. In order
to -timate the performance of an airplane utilizing the jeb
propu~lon syskm investigated, the engine output at 46
inches of mercury manifold pressure is shown in figure 3.
This higher output is an estimate made from statements of
representatives of the engine manufacturer that the engine
used could be “modernized” to deliver approximately 1200
horsepower at 2800 rpm. The blower in the ground-test
mock-up, however, was not designed to exceed the original
rated speed of the engine; 2630 rpm is therefore shown in
figure 3 and is taken throughout the present report as the
limiting blower speed.

.
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The calculated cold static thrust as a function of the
blower pressure coefhcient is labeled “Engine only” in
figure 4. The static thrusts shown correspond to maximum
engine or blower conditions as indicated by the intersections
of the curves in i3gure3. The thrust at first rim markedly
with increasing blower pressure. The increasing thrust is
due to increasing engine power and to increasing blower and
duct efficiencies. With still higher blower pressures, how-
ever, the ticreasing efficiency can no longer compensate for “
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thrust ten~ to show a-flat maximum and starts to decrease.
An extensive series of measurement of cold stutic thrust

at various valuea of the blower pressure ooeflicient waa made
in order to establish a correlation between experimental and
calculated results to be used in the prediction of flight per-
formance. These teats indicated that a calculation such
as that shown in appendix B gave valuea which checked
with experiment within 5 percent over the blower-pressure
range. One of these comparisons is indicated by the test
points shown at zero fuel rate in figure 5.

Hot.—Tlm@ curves corresponding to the maximum engine
and blower con~tions shown in figure 3 with various frac-
tions of the intake air burned and at various ratea of fuel
burning are given in figure 4. For large fractions of the air
burned, the maximum thrust is seen to shift to higher blower
pressures; thus the best results are obtained for high pres-
sures and small quantity flows for which the blower is
operating relatively near its stall.

b order tc test the validity of calculations of the thrust
due to burning (Meredith efTect), compmisons, were made
between calculated and measured thrust values over a
range of fuel rates. The comparisons are shown in figure 6

staticthrust
asthe variation in with the fuel rate at constant

P

values of the blower pressure coefficient and engine speed.

The value of ‘tatic ‘iSt was used because the thrust was
P

found to vary liiearly with Pat the same pressure coefficient,
fuel rate, and engine speed. The good agreement between
experimental and calculated values is evident from figure 6.
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The experimental values shown in figure 5 represent values
from only one series of experinmnts. Other test data ob-
tained from a previous series of tests with the blower engine-
Cooling blades set at a slightly different angle gave values of
thrust as high as 2I1O pounds. This value of thrust of
2110 pounds wss attained at a blower coeilicient Ap~/p~z of
0.024, engine speed of 2150 rpm, and a fuel rate of
2.3 pounds per second. Other burning teds were made in
which fuel rates up to 3 pounds per second were attained.

PERFORMANCEOF ~-PROPULSION SYSTEM
FHGHTConditions

Cold.—In order to inveatigak the cold cruising-tlight
condition —tlight with engine alone-calculations were made,
which gave the results shown in figure 6. The thrust horse-
power was held constant at 218, which is considered to be
approximately that required for level flight at 200 miles per
hour and at an altitude of 10,000 feet for the jet-propulsion
airplane (to be described later). The ‘proptilve ei%ciency—
the ratio of thrust horsepower to engine horsepower-was
then plotted against the relative jet veloci~ AV that corr”w-
ponds to varying blower conditions. The relative jet
velocity AV is the difference betwean the jet velocity and the
flight velocity. The ideal efficiency of a propulsion jet is
also shown in figure 6. These results clearly indicate the
optimum operating conditions and show that the improve-
ment in blower-duct efEciency with incrwwing pressure
more than compensates for the lower jekpropulsive ticiency.

The thrust attainable plotted against blower coefficient
for cruising flight on engine only at a speed of 200 miles per
hour and ati10,000 feet is shown in figure 7. It will be noted
that the thrust rises markedly with increasing blower
prc9sures.

Hot,—Results of calculated thrusts as a function of ~lower
pre9sure coefficient for various fractions of the intake air
burned and for various fuel rates at an altitude of 10,000
feet for high-speed flight conditions of 200, 400, and 600
miles per hour are presented in figures 7; 8, and 9, respec-
tively. It is evident that, for the higher speeds, the best
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results arc no longer obtained at the highest. blower pres-
sures-particularly for the higher fractions and higher fuel
rates, which show a maximum within the lower pressure
range of the blower.

VARIATION IN NOZZLE-EXIT AREA

Calculations of the nozzle-csit areas by the method given

in appendix B were found to check reasonably well with the
actual nozzle mm.s for the tests for which data are shown in
figure 5. The calculations gmerally tended to give slightly
larger than the actual areas for the higher fractions of air
burned and for the higher fuel rates. The somewhat larger
areas indioated by calculations can probably be explained
by the fact that eompleta mixing is assumed for the calcu-
lated areas. If mixing were complete, the mean temperatures
would extend to the nozzle edg~. Complete mixing, how-
ever, did not occur because a blanket of relatively cool air
was maintained along the nozzle edges in order to keep the
nozzle and surround.mgstructure at normal temperatures.

Results of calculations of nozzle-exit areas for some
typical operating conditions as a function of the fraction of
intake air burned are shown in figure 10. All the valuea
shown are for an intermediate blower preesure coe.flicient
Apb/p~ of 0.020 and for the highest en~e power that can be
obtained by loading the blower to the limiting engine mani-
fold pressure or limiting emgine speed. The maximum
nozzle-exit area required is indicated at the highest fraction of
the air burned for the static operating condition. The area
shown could be redueed, however, ,by operating at a higher

blower pressure. It appeam that the minimum nozzhmit
area required is for maximum speed on engiue alone at sea
level.

The foregoing results indicate that a nozzle exit of variable
area would be desirable for a practical application of the
jet-propulsion system investigated. The absolute necessity
for a continuously adjustable nozzle is not indicated, however,
because an examination of the area variation will show that
as few as three area settings will enable the system to oporate
over a wide range of flight conditions close to optimum.

THE EXPERIMENTALAIRPLANEAND PERFORMANCE
PREDICTIONS

The experimental airplane represented by the ground-test
mock-up was originally designed, without the bendit of
@und-tmt data, to represent a reasonably close approach
to the optimum. The airplane was designed to use the same
propulsion unit as that used in the ground-test mock-up. A
cross section through the fuselage of the airplane studied is
given in figure 11; the cockpit, the landing gear, and details of
the power plant are shown. The wing waa selected from
considerations of gasoline volume available in the wing and
structural practimbility. Early in the study it became
apparent that wing weight and therefore wing structural
efficiency were of prime importrmce; hence, a rather thorough
wing analysis was made to select the optimum, The
analysis included studies of a series of wings of various areas,
aspect ratios, and thickness ratios.

I I I I I I I
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Frourm 11.-Sedon throughexperhnenteljot-propnMon airplane.

The drag estimate fo~ the airplane was made from the

following considerations: The high critical speeds desired
require smooth and careful cons~ction. Owing to the
general cleanness of the design and the absence of disturbing
slipstream effects, it is assumed that wind-tunnel data on
smooth models may be directly applied to the prototype.
Finrdly, the use of low-drag wings and full-span flaps allows
the airpkme to maintain low drags up to lift coefficients
corresponding ta the maximum lifhdrag ratio L/D. The
profile-drag coefficient for the experimental airplane wa9
tlmrefore estimated to be 0.0153. It should nevertheless
be realized that unusually careful construction methods
would be necessary b obtain such drags on the airplane,
comparable with those from tests of smooth models. A
weight breakdown of the airplane and some dimensions and
performance parameter are a9 follows:

Weight, pounds
Wing, inclutig bti------------------------------- 1580
Tail WOUp----------------------------------------- 137

Fuselage, including ducts and integral gas tank: -------- 1460

Power plant ---------------------------------------- 2363

Engine, including starter, generator, controls,
engine moun; exhaust boilers, and prhnary
bumw --------------------------------- 1388

Main burner, including boiler --------------- 400 ‘

Bloww ------------------------------- ---- 575

Landing gear -------

23ga.wqmr job
Mrdn Inndfng @m
Mfxfng duet
Mafn boilm pancakeseetfon
Spark ignfter for amrdnr fgnfter
Annrdar fgnfb?r
Mafn eombnstlonchamber .
Tall bmn~
Varhbl~ tie
Vee-tan
TVfngrarry-tbronghtnm
TWlrgroot -
Cenopy
COi extlngnisber
Dnot-smfaee cdlmoler
‘rum-over pylon
Engfne controls
Imtrrnrrent bmrd
Interwetfon pLlot’swell rmd e=me
PffOt’s well
~t an
Burrdng mntrol
Flow

--------------------------------- 637
Instruments, pilot’s seat, controls, and furnishings ------- 160

PiIot, parachute, radio, battery, and he extin@eher---- 313

oflti-.---_-_------------. ---------------------- 35
Gasoline and oil----------- ------------------------- 3095

Gross weight, pound ------------------------------------ 9780

Wing area, Wumefwt ----------------------------------- 215

Wing span, feet--- ------------------------------------- 41.4

wqtM*amtio ------------------------------------- 0.15

Taper ratio-- ------------------------------------------ 32

Estimated airplane drag coefficient--_ -_--------------- j--- 0.0163
Nkirnum LID-------------------------------------------- 19.5

It may be noted in figure 11 that a vee-tail is speciiied.
This type of tail w= selected to minhize the tail drag and
to avoid compr~bility disturbance-sfrom the canopy and
wing wake aftmr the shock. Teats in the ~ACA two-
dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel comparing the
drags of a vee-tail and a conventional tail indicated appre-
ciably lower drags for the vee-tail. %biJity Wk Of a
complete 0.193-scde powared model of the experimental
airplane in tip LMAII 7- by lo-foot tunnel indicated, within
the power range of the model, satidactory stability character-
istic for the combination with the vee-tail. The two tails
tested were designed to give the same stability characteristics
for purposes of comparison and neither tail necessarily
represents the optimum for the airplane.

>
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The most important remd~ are presented in figure 12 as
curves of power available and estimated power required for
flight at an altitude of 10,000 feet. The power-available
curves represent values for a blower press~ coefficient
Ap~/p~ of 0.020 obtained from the curves of figures 7 to 9,
which therefore give the highest engine power mat can be
absorbed by the blower as limited by the en@ie manifold
pressure or engine speed. The engine is assumed to be
supercharged to deliver full power at 10,000 feet. . -

It is evident that large excesspowers maybe obtained even
for the highest speeds at which the power-required curve
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may be considered fairly well established. This curve
terminates at 55o miles per hour owing to uncertainties in
the quantitative drag values above the speed of the com-
pressibility burble. The matium speeds therefore cannot
be estimated.

The results shown in figure 12 certainly indicate that this
me of jet-propulsion airplane has unusual capabilities in
the high-speed range above that of conventional airplanes.
It is evident that the thrust horsepower developed by the
jet-propuKon system tends to increase rapidly with speed,

rather than ti decrease with speed ae for the conventional
engi.qe-propeller-driven airplane. A comparison of the fuel
rate of the jebpropulsion system with a hypothetical con-
ventional airplane proves interesting. If it isassumed (fig.12)
that some increase in power is required above that shown
at the critical speed of 560 miles per hour, the power required
for the jet-propulsion airplane to maintain flight at this
speed falls about on the curve for one-sixth of the air burned
and has a value of 2980 thrust horsepower. Cross plots of
the fuel rates shown in figures 7 to 9 indicate a fuel rate of
1.21 pounds per second for this condition. From thesevalues,
the thrusbhomepower specific fuel consumption for Ievol
flight at 550 miles per hour at 10,000 feet is then 1.46 pounds
per thrust horsepower-hour. If the hypothetical conventional
airplane had a brake-horsepower specific fuel consumption
of 1.0 pound per brake horsepower-hour and a propulsive
efficiency of 0.685, the fuel rates would be the same. The
conventional airplane, however, is hypothetical and any
quantitative estimates of fuel consumption and efficiencies
remain uncertain.

It therefore appears that the extreme power-output
capabilities of the je&propulsion system me limii%d mainly
by the speeds at which it is practicable to fly the airplane.
If, for the experimental je&propulsion airplane, it were con-
sidered expedient to hold the speed below 650 miles per hour
at 10,000 feet, the maximum power would be limited by tho
fraction of air that could be burned and by the quantity of
fuel that could be supplied to the combustion chamber.
At this speed, the curve in figure 12 representing one-half
the.air burned corresponds to a burning rate of 3.64 pounds
per second and, at the same speed for one-third the air
burned, the fuel rate is 2.42 pounds per second, From
the burning experiments described herein, it WM found that
the system could burn one-half the intake air up to a fucd
rate of 3 pounds per se&md. This value of 3 pounds per
second, however, does not necessarily represent the mmirnum
fuel rate attainable. It may be stated, therefore, that the
system is capable of developing the horsepower corresponding
to a fuel rate of 3 pounds per second (5o5o thp at 56o mph)—
certainly an outstanding accomplishment for a power phmt
of the size and weight indicated by the ground-teat mock-up.

In order to estimate the possibilities of utilizing the large
excess powers indicated, an investigation of the rata of
climb of the experimental airplane was made. Results of
this study for altitudes up to 50,000 feet are shown in table I
and in iigure 13. All valuea of power available were calcu-
lated for the limiting blower or engine conditions at a blower
prewue coe5cient Ap~/pW of 0.020 and an nirplane weight
of 8232 pounds, which represents the weight of the experi-
mental airplane with one-half its maximum fuel load. Tho
changes in slope of the curves in figure 13 are due to tho
change in limiting blower load with ipcreaaing altitude. Up
to altitudes just higher than 10,000 feet for the two higher
fractions of air burned, the airplnne is climbing at its critical
speed, with the attendant high intake-air densities. Theso
high densities load the blower to the limiting engine mani-
fold pressure and the engine speed increases up to this
altitude. At higher altitudes, however, the blower is held
to the limiting speed that w-mawthe mass flow through the
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system to decrease with altitude. The excess power avail-
able consequently decreases with increasing altitude above
the point where the blower limitation changes. On the curve
for one-sixth of the air burned and for climb on engine
only, this change occurs somewhat below 10,000 feet owing
to the lower intake-air densities at the lower speeds of climb.

The flight-path climbing velocities shown in table I indi-
cate increases in climbing veloci~ with increases in altitude
when one-sixth of the air is burned; the climbing velocity
finally reaches the airplane critical speed at about 40,000
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feet. The same is generally true for climb when one-third
of the air is burned, except that the airplane critical speed is
reached at about 10,000 feet. The maximum rates of climb
indicated for burning one-half the air are at the airplane
critical speed for all the altitudes. The fact that the mt=i-
mum rates of climb occur at the highest airplane speed for
the higher fractions of air burned maybe seen in figure 12 by
noting the divergence of the power-available and power-
required curves for one-third and one-half of the air burned.

The high rates of climb indicated again suggest interesting
possibilities for an airplane utilizing the system investigated.

The range of the experimental airplane at an altitude of
10,000 feet and using all its fuel for cruisii on engine only
is estimated to be 2770 miles. If only one-half the total
fuel is used for cruising, the range is estimated to be 1300
miles. The gasoline left could then be used for high per-
formance at a fuel rate of 3 pounds per second for 8.6 min-
utes or 25.8 minutes at a fuel rate of 1 pound per second.

CONCLUSIONS

Experiments conducted with the NACA jet-propulsion
ground-test setup indicated the following conclusions:

1. The main fire could be restricted to an intense, small,
and short annular blue flame burning steadily and under
control in the intended combustion space. It was pow.ible
with these conditions to maim%in a blanket of cool air
between the hot gases and the combustion chamber and
nozzle walls. l?udhermorej. adequate cooling air might
readily be provided in order to carry away &y radiant
heat and to maintain the wills and structure at normal
temperature.

2. The system investigated was capable of btig ahnost
one-half of the ah’ taken in at the nose up to fuel rates of 3
pounds per second.

3. Calculations may be expected to give reasonably
accurata results for flight-performance predictions.

4. The basic features of the jetipropulion system in-
vestigated in the ground-test mock-up were su5cieniily
developed to be considered applicable to flight installation.
Calculations indicated that an airplane utilizing this system
would have unusual capabilities in the high-speed range
above the speeds of conventional aircraft and would, in
addition, have moderately long cruising ranges if only the
engine were used.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., September 17, 194S.



APPENDIX A .

,COMPRESSION-RATIO.ANALYSIS

An expression is derived for thermopropukive efficiency
in terms of compraion ratio and other basic parameter for
the system shown in the following diagramm .atic sketch:

u \ 23 4
E,

J??b+ ~.... -

.,., .’
Bloker Eitgine Burner

The results of the compression-ratio analysis are presented
in figures 14 to 16. In the system analyzed, the atmospheric
air is compressed by dynamic action and a blower, which is
driven by an engine or prime mover of fixed thermal ef6-
ciertcy. In addition to the waste heat energy of the -e,
heat is added to the stream by a gasoline burner or similar
device. The heated and compressed air is then expanded

;~:.

.06

.04

‘1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89
‘Effecjivecomprcsoionrwtio,.Cx

FIGVEE 14.-Effectofblowmdti dfl&wY, &O ~rn~on fiO# ~ @@e ~
efode.noyon w.rhtion of tbermepropnlsiveoMdencywith effective mmpmssienratfe.
f-o.
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Effecf~e compressmn rotk, C,

FIhUEE l&—EITeot of blowwhot eflkfenoy and ratio of bmner heat input to engtnohone
fnpnt en vm+atbn of thermoproprdnive oMoiency wftb effeotfve compmmlon rutlo.
opl.3Q 7,-OX

through a nozzle to atmospheric pressure, and the resulting
total momentum change produces a thrust.

The simplifying assumptions made for this analysis are as
follows:

(a) No energy losses through the walls
(b) Complete combustion in the intended regions

o (c) Stagnation conditions in the combustion chamber and
no nozzle losses

(d) A blower-duct efficiency q, that includes duct and
blower 10SSWback to station 2

(e) Constant specific heat throughout the system
(f) Mass of the fuel neglected

FmUEE 16.-Effeet of blewer+luot emcdenogand rotfo of bmmm heat Input to engine heot
input on vm-latfon of thermopropnlstve emolenoy with etlmtfve comprrdon rot!o.
klm, %,-0.25
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The thermopropulsive efficiency qpis defied as the ratio
of thrust power to the total fuel energy input:

Thrust.XF1ipht velocity
~P=’~otsl fuel energy input

= (v,—Vo)1“0
E,+E, (1)

whmo

E, total energy input to Mgine per unit mas-sof air

E, total energy input to burner per unit maw of air

The quantity Vo in terms of the dynamic compression ratio

‘~i from Bernoulli’s equation is
Po

I?or simplicity, the dynamic compression ratio is denoted by
tho symbol (YV;hence

VO=+.T”’[1-C”-7
Now

v,=J’@J+r]
but

,??L= 1
P3i m

where CR is the effective comprwion ratio at station 2, or

It follows that

Now

and

(2)

J Cp
where

f=%

hence

ATo,, ,,-l-AT,i. ,,= (1+3 ~

If ‘“

= ~eE,

where q, is the thermal dlkiency of the engine, and if

TIi ~()Eb=c@oi, Ii=%Tot ~t–

where ATof,1{ is the stagnation-temperature rise across the
blower, then

(4)

If adiabatic conditions of flow existed in the blower-duct
system, the temperature ratio Tit/Totwould produce a com-
pression ratio higher than that actually attainable and also

Tl< 7+

()

exactly equal to ~ . The ratio of the actual compres-
Ot

sion ratio CRto this adiabatic compression ratio is defined as
the blower-duct efficiency ~b;therefore

and

Substituting in equation (4) gives

E_@”@7-J#
and, from equation (3),

;[( ) ]
CR ~_l—

T,;=TO,+ (l+fl ‘bq,

(5)

Substituting in equation (2) yields

[2%To, 1– (CvC.)+1{1++[($)=-1]
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The numerator, or output term, of equation (1) may now be evaluated as follow-s:

(V,– V,) VO=2C,T,
“ [4[ ‘-@’’@-a~+w[(w-.qm]-m]-(==)]

From the foregoing equations the energy input is

E.+a’f=(l+fll?,
Thus, from equation (5), ~

“[(%)7-’]‘ E,+ El= (1+3 GT.,
%

By use of equations (6) and (7), equation (1) maybe expressed as

J{’+%[(%)=-’]}[1-(CV9.)’=I(1-CV
7P=%

\

[p)=-,]o+fi

(6)

(7)
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLECALCULATION‘ ●

For a sample calculation of available power horn the jet-
propulsion systim, a velocity of 600 miles per hour at an
altitude of 10,000 feet is selected. The fraction of air burned
is taken as one-half and the blower pressure coefficient
Ap~/#, llS0.022.

In order to obtain conditions at the blower equivalent to
static-teat conditions, the following values are taken from
compressible-flow considerations with the subscripts O for
atmospheric conditions and i for impact conditions:

( r7-1

pi=?% 1+7+1 u’

= 1455.7[1+ (0.2) (0.818)73”5

=2261 lb/sq it

y—l—

(P)T,=TO ~: ‘

()=4% 2261 am
1455.7

=543° F abs. .

,,=*~g

2261 483 ‘
‘0”00176 =7 m

=0.002410 Sh@CU ft

The internal flows may then be considered equivalent to a
static-ground condition having outside air conditions given
by p~, Ti, and pi,and the same v~ue of the blower pr~ure

coefficient ‘p’~=0.022. This value is taken as the value of

the independent variable (fig. 2) to represent a suitable
blower-operating point.

l?rom the blower-duct test, curves (@g. 2), the values of
P/pi’Ware used to plot blower power absorbed against engine
speed for the air density involved in each case (fig. 17). The
intersection of these curves with the curve of maximum
engine power available or with the limiting engine speed
gives tho power output and speed of the engine for the
dMerent values of the blower pressure coeflkient. From

@re 17 for $=0.022, the engine output is 1006 horse-

power at 2636 rpm. From @me 2, then,

$=0.533

800 Jzoo 1600 Zooo 2@l 2800
E~me speed h( rpm

FIGmaz 17.—EngIneootpnt and Mower power abrkcl for Wpropnldon system In fl@t
et W3mflea per hour nt I0,Wn3feet. P- O.KIMIO.

Hence,
Q=(O.533)(2530)

=1348 cu ft/sec

Awiilable pressumwfor the jet are measured at station 2
in the combustion chamber and are represented in figure 2 as
Ap,/pi’@. These values represent the blower-pressure rise
minus losses in pressure in the ducts between the blower and
the large-area section where gasoline vapor is assumed to be
introduced before burning occurs. An eifective section area
at this station of Aa= 13.2 square feet is assumed. This
area is estimated from considerations of variations in velocity
across the section.

Station 3 is dehed as a hypothetical station after burning
has taken place and is aasumed to have the same area M
station 2. If the assumption that these areas are equal is
followed, the law of conservation of momentum between the
stations may be written as .

7%%+M=P3A+.%V3

505
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where ikf r~premnts the momentum at station 2 of the gas
and air flowing into the combustion chamber. “ From this
relation, it may be shown that

●

,,=~2+:+JGm==i
2

The terms in this equation will be evaluated in order that
the equation may be employed to iind the available pressure
pain the combustion chamber after burning.

4=0.01602
pw

Api= (0.01602) (0.002410) (2530)2

=247 lb/sq ft

PI=Pi+-APs

=2261+247

=2508 lb/aq ft -

The temperature rise at station 2 may be obtained by
considering that the engine adds the equivalent heat of all
the fuel it consumes. The temperature rise then is

‘T’=%
where His the heat equivtdent of the fuel in Btu per second.
If a specific fuel consumption for the engine of 0.6 pound
per brake horsepower-hour and a heating value of gasoline
of 18,700 Btu per pound is assumed, the temperature rise
of the air is

(1006) (0.6) (18700)

‘T$= (0.24)(32.2) !~~02410) (1348)

= 125° ~
Then

T2=T+AT,

=548+125

=673° F abs.

Jn order to burn one-half the air passing through the system,
the fuel burning rate for this case is

FB=ptQg (&.) (;)

=(0.002410) (1348) (32S) (~) (+)

=3.49 lb/see

where it is assumed that the mass of air required for com-
plete combustion of the gasoline is 15 times the mass of
&301ine.

The temperature rise from stations 2 to 3 for a gasoline
burning rate of 3.49 pounds pex second is

r]
AT:. ~=—c#JIIl~

where CPis the heat-capacity coefficient for exhaust gasea
taken from figur~ 18 for an initially estimated Ts by intw-
polating between the two curves for the fraction of air burned.

48

48

44

$42

40

.38

38
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for nlr and axfumstW.

If Ts is estimated to be 2635,

5=4.462R’

= (4.462) (0.069)

=0.3079 Btu/ll)/°F
and

~=piQ+m...

=3.357 slugs/see
Then

(18700)(3.49)
‘TZ X= (0.3079) (32.2) (3.357T

=1961° F

Ta=Ta+ATz ~

=673+1961

=2634° F abs.

These steps are repeated until the final Ta is dose to 1he
e9timated 2’8.

The momentum M entering at station 2 is

=mC=(763)+m*
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=0. 1084 slug/see

rmd
m.i,=ptQ

=(0.002410)(1348)

=3.249 8hlgs/sec <

The velocity of the gasoline vapor in the jets is taken as
763 feet per second; the velocity of sound in the superheated
vapor, rutan wtimated mean temperature of 800° F.

~_49,720
28.72

= 1731 ftAb/slug/W

where 28.72 is the molecular weight of air and exhaust gasea.
!llen

.kl= (0.1084) (763)+ ‘3”2~;:~:j)$73)

=83+371

=454 lb

M
X=34.4 lb/sq ft

rind, finally,

d ()~608+3404+ (2508+34.4)2— (4)(34.4) (2508) 2%

l%= 2..

=2402 lb/sq ft

The velocity at station 3 may now be found as

178.@n2$#
= (3.367)(1731)(2634)

(13.2)(2402)

=483 ~t]sec

The jet velocity may be calculated from the familiar com-
pressible-flow relation for the expansion from pg to p~:

1456.7 ‘uV4,2=(483)’+(2) (1731)(4.462)(2634) ~ –(~ )1
=233,300+4,325,200

=4,668,600

\74*=2135ft/sec

If a nozzle velocity efficiency of 0.95 is assumed,

The

V4=0.95V4.

= (0.95)(2135)
=2028 ft/sec

thrust is now -

Thrust= mruV,+mati(Vt– VJ

= (0.1084) (2028)+3.249(2028-880)

=3950 lb

and the thrust horsepower is

=6320 hp

The nozzle-exit area is

&=@%$
where

T4=T3—AT3.4

=2364° F ~bs.
Then ,

~= (3.367) (1731) (2354)
(1456.7) (20!?8)

=4.63 sq ft
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TABLE 1

FUEL RATES, NOZZLEEXIT AREAS, AND ENGINE SPEEDS
CORRESPONDING TO RATES OF CLIMB IN FIGURE 13
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